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Retailer: How did Biff…the Dog
character actually come into
existence?
Tracy Calvert Ambrose (TCA):
The first Biff IP was a birthday
greeting, ‘Biffday Bash’ in
1989. Brand and product
development began in the San
Francisco showroom in 2000.
Officially licensed products
began in 2010. Biff has grown
from a greeting card
personality to a plush toy
celebrity into a popular
character-based brand and
recently an art licensor.

Retailer: What has been the
inspiration behind Biff... the
Dog?
TCA: My dog, Gogus, was
the greatest teacher of
unconditional love and
an inspiration in my
art and life. I created
the Biff property
based on my real
dog’s unconditional
love. Biff was created as a pop
icon with a purpose – he
embodies tolerance and
acceptance mimicking the love
of real dogs. Biff is an icon that
teaches love in a world striving
to get out of darkness and war
– an important quality for a
character to maintain in
today’s world.

Retailer: How would you define

your experience of making
the property as famous as it
is today?
TCA: I never give up! I
began by gifting Biff brand
products to freelance

clients. Thereafter, I
opened a developmental
loft and a pop art-style
showroom in San

Francisco. We have done
international gift fairs,
sponsored DJ events and
participated in charity events
that benefit kids and animals.
Today, we promote the brand
worldwide through social
networks.

Retailer: What were the main
stumbling blocks that you
faced on the way?
TCA: It’s time, working on my
own means having to wear all

The scope of
character
licensing is huge
in today’s market.
Pop icons are
most popular in
Japan and other
Asian countries.
Cartoon
personalities,
comics and super
heroes remain
ever popular
worldwide. 
Today’s market
has ever-
increasing sales
in Green product
categories and
digital device
accessories. In
the US economy,
utilitarian
categories may
out-sell luxury
categories
nowadays.

“I love what I
do for a living”

the proverbial hats. Some roles
are not as creative. I enjoy the
freedom to create more art!
Secondly, copyright
infringement. Unscrupulous
business partners stole and
readapted a huge body of my
art assets. It was not a fun
situation but I learned an
invaluable lesson. Thirdly, it is
finding like-minded partners. I
seek to work with people of
integrity. I have a strong work
ethic but like to keep the work
FUN while prospering together.
And lastly, it’s funding. A project
of this magnitude takes funding.
It is sometimes a challenge
finding the right opportunities
that do not compromise the
integrity of the property.

Retailer: Do you plan to come
up with any other property as
well? How has been your
experience so far? 
TCA: Yes, new properties are in
development – Frog Girl – A
bikini clad amphibian; Slime
meets Glam; Little Sweet
Treats – graphic, ‘kawaii’ and
cute, cupcakes, ice cream
cones, popsicles and treats for
the toddler girl market; TeeZui
Zoo – a graphic, anime-style,
line-up of zoo animals such as
tigers, bears, lions, monkeys,
giraffes, alligators and more;
Robots and Rockets – a fun line
for the toddler boy market.

Says Tracy Calvert Ambrose, Character Designer & Product
Developer, Biff...the Dog, in a candid conversation with Retailer.  Tracy
shares her experience with us, highlighting as to how her real dog’s
unconditional love made her realise as to how important it was to
spread the message of giving love to others…
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Retailer: What are the IPs that
you are currently offering to
potential licensees? Which are
the categories across which
you are present with regards to
licensed merchandise?
TCA: We have Biff...the Dog
line of character assets,
Buny...the Girlie Dog and her
‘Big Kiss’. Buny (pronounced
Bunny) titles are suitable for
licensing on gift wrap, textiles,
accessories and sundries
geared toward teen girls.
Others include A Girl and Her
Dog; Little Manga Kids
(characters); Biff’s Fun Run
event characters: Mattchoo,
Tibo, and Ally Wins! TeeBug.
We also have Koinu Puppy, a
new animated plush toy, which
speaks through a Blue-tooth
powered processor.  

Retailer: What is the role that
each of you play in a deal?
TCA: I like to maintain the role
of the creative force. Licensees
that offer solid manufacturing,
production and are business
savvy, are the best; so they
handle those tasks.

Retailer: Does the same vary
as per the category, like
apparel, greeting cards, etc,
you are aiming at?
TCA: I like to be directly
involved in printing or receive
samples to assure quality and
guarantee that colour remains
on-brand. Most licensees will
successfully follow a detailed
style guide that I provide.

Retailer: What is the usual
duration of a licensing deal?
How often is the same
renewed? 
TCA: Two years, renewable for
the same, exclusive
or non-exclusive.
An exclusive may
be five years,
renewable annually. 

Retailer: Can you name
few of the licensees you’re
currently working with?
TCA: Officially licensed with

Planet Giant LLC. We
have a potential
corporate deal with
another licensee in the
Asian market. We are
currently in
negotiations.

Retailer: What do you
think is the scope of
character licensing?
Which categories, do
you think, sell the
most?
TCA: The scope of
character licensing is
huge in today’s market. Pop
icons are most popular in
Japan and other Asian
countries. Cartoon
personalities, comics and
super heroes remain ever
popular worldwide. 

Today’s market has ever-
increasing sales in Green
product categories and digital
device accessories. In the US
economy, utilitarian categories
may out-sell luxury categories
nowadays.

Retailer: What is your target
audience? Has your target
audience enlarged in the
recent times?
TCA: Our target market is kids
of all ages. Specifically, the list
comprises tweens, teens and
children; Asian tween girls,
DJs, young adults, pet lovers
and the LBGT community.
And, yes, the digital age has
helped us to increase our
audience.

Retailer: Across how many
markets do you have your
presence currently? What is
expansion plan?

TCA: Referring to
licensing, we are

present in the US
and Canada.

With regards
to retail or

wholesale, we have
presence in the US,
Canada, Asia, Europe,
the Middle East, Africa
and South America.

The BTD brand
currently includes toys,
stationery, clothing,
accessories, home décor,
mobile device skins,
activity books, art for
licensing, entertainment
mascots and more!

Expansion plans imply
going deeper into
licensing. One goal is to

expand in the Japanese market
and abroad. My ultimate vision
is to go worldwide. This will
require a savvy, international
agent capable of providing
funding, licenses, visibility,
marketing and mega-sales. 

Retailer: How have you
witnessed the growth of
character licensing over the
recent years? What is your
perception of the future, say,
five years down the line?
TCA: There is extreme
potential for growth and
accessibility due to the digital
age. It has opened the world
to licensors and licensees
alike. In the next five years,
the growth of character
licensing depends on the state
of the world affairs.
Opportunities abound but
conflicts around the world
obscure opportunities for
business without boundaries.
Peace, on the other hand,
creates an open forum for
expansion worldwide,
transcending divisions among

countries and people.
Interviewed by Vrinda Oberai ©R

We have done
international gift
fairs, sponsored
DJ events and
participated in
charity events
that benefit kids
and animals.
Today, we
promote the
brand worldwide
through our
social networks.
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